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Hundreds of rare herbs were presented to Lin Mo’s mind one by one, the techniques of how to refine 

the pills, the fire, the portions, etc. were clear to his mind, and the dense value of spiritual energy had 

reached the peak state of his body! 

“Yin Yang Restoration Pill, broken!” 

Having mastered the secret recipe for the elixir to cure blood cancer, Lin Mo’s closed round hands 

slowly lowered down, his body’s true qi and spiritual energy returned to calm, and after exhaling a long 

breath, he slowly opened his eyes. 

As soon as Lin Mo walked out of the house, he saw Ryan and Ania eagerly guarding the door, they didn’t 

know how long they had been waiting, but they hadn’t disturbed his cultivation. 

“Maureen, are you alright, why are you sweating all over the place?” 

Ryan was obviously more concerned about Lin Mo. 

“I’m fine, I’ve mastered the recipe for blood cancer, how’s the situation with Shi Lan Yue?” 

“Dad, my sister has been vomiting blood and her body is covered in petechiae, you should save her!” 

After hearing Aniya’s words, Lin Mo immediately headed to Shi Lan Yue’s shop. 

When he arrived at the shop, Lin Mo saw Qu Yutang clutching Shi Lan Yue’s frosty white hand so tightly 

that he was on the verge of tears. 

“Yutang, I’ll give you a prescription, get these herbs together as soon as possible, I want to make a 

potion.” 

“Big brother Mo Lin, but Lan Yue can hardly wait any longer, then go and grab the medicine to refine the 

pills this will only be too late!” 

Seeing Qu Yutang’s worried face, Lin Mo said, “You go as soon as possible, I will use the Creation Divine 

Needle to lock up her last vestige of life.” 

“Creation God Needle?” Qu Yutang felt a little familiar, as if he had heard of this needle technique in 

China, but he didn’t bother to think too much about it, so he picked up the prescription and went 

straight to the pharmacy …… 

After Qu Yutang left, only to see Lin Mo’s palm pull out from within his robe, a set of silver needles 

unfolded into Lin Mo’s palm, targeting the thirty-six fatal deadly points on Shi Lan Yue’s body and 

applying the needles in turn with speed and precision. 

Baihui, Shenting, Sun, Qihai, Zhongji, and Yongquan acupoints …… Thirty-six silver needles fell precisely 

into Shi Lan Yue’s body through her thin clothing! 



Shi Lan Yue, who was already lifeless, actually moved her fingers after a few moments, and the 

petechiae on her body no longer spread, her breathing was still weak but at least stabilized. 

The next step was to wait for Qu Yutang to gather all the 321 precious and rare herbs on the 

prescription. 

At that moment, a spontaneous applause erupted from outside the shop! 

It turned out that everyone was so eager to save the lives of others that they had left the shop door 

open, causing a crowd of people to gather outside to watch Lin Mo apply the needles. 

Ryan told Lin Mo that during the few days he had been in seclusion to cultivate, he had become 

acquainted with the bosses around the 403 shops, and those bosses had sympathised with what 

happened to Shi Lan Yue, after all, they had been neighbours for so many years. 

They made the same enemy and did not want to submit to Hong Gao Yi, but seeing Shi Lan Yue being 

taken away, they also had more than enough to do. 

In the past few days, when they saw that Shi Lan Yue had been rescued by Lin Mo and the rest of his 

party, they all came to observe the situation and saw the miraculous scene of Lin Mo applying needles 

to Shi Lan Yue at a time when everyone thought that Shi Lan Yue’s medicine and stones had no cure! 

These people from Death Island were not very familiar with Chinese medicine and acupuncture, so after 

seeing Lin Mo’s amazing acupuncture technique just now, they all opened their mouths wide in 

amazement, and then applauded spontaneously! 

At this moment, in front of the black market pharmacy, Qu Yutang looked at the densely packed 

prescriptions and fell into deep thought. 

Saffron, ambergris, musk, snow lotus, lingzhi …… three hundred and twenty-one rare herbs, even if one 

sold one’s blood in this black market, one could not buy them all! 

“The actual fact is that you will be able to buy them all. I have all kinds of medicinal herbs here, and I 

don’t count the money according to the medicinal herbs alone, one price! One hundred million maple 

leaf coins!” 

The owner of the black market pharmacy looked like he was going to make a fortune with joy, staring at 

the names of the herbs on that prescription in Qu Yu Tang’s hand with great excitement. 

“One hundred million? That’s insane!!! That price is enough to buy an entire black market medicine 

shop!” 

“Too expensive, huh? You don’t even have to look at the herbs on your prescription, which one must go 

to the Valley of the Ten Thousand Spirits and risk their lives to pick them? If you don’t want to buy them, 

get lost, you’re bluffing with your prescription!” 
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The boss kicked Qu Yutang to the door, and Qu Yutang was so angry that he sat down in a place to fret. 



By the way, I think he had just heard the boss talking about picking in the Valley of Ten Thousand Spirits! 

Since he couldn’t afford to buy it, he might as well go and pick it himself! 

But he didn’t know anything about herbs, how could he identify the herbs in the pharmacy? 

Thinking of this, Qu Yutang went back to shop 403 unhappily. 

“Have the herbs come together yet?” 

Ryan asked as he observed Qu Yutang’s body, and he didn’t have a single herb with him! 

Qu Yutang told Lin Mo and the others what had happened, he felt useless and had wasted precious time 

in saving Shi Lan Yue. 

“The Valley of Ten Thousand Spirits, I heard the owner of the shop next to me mention that tens of 

thousands of rare herbs grow in that valley, and many of the rare herbs in the black market medicine 

shops here are picked from the Valley of Ten Thousand Spirits. 

But the terrain in the Valley of Ten Thousand Spirits is very treacherous, and many of the herbs grow on 

the cliffs, and there are often vicious beasts that eat people there, so they all pay high prices to hire 

people to go and pick them.” 

After hearing Ryan’s words, Qu Yu Tang was thoughtful. 

“Going to Wanxiang Valley isn’t a problem, it’s just that I can’t distinguish the herbs on this prescription, 

if I get one herb wrong, it could cost Lan Yue’s life ……” 

Lin Mo beckoned for Qu Yutang to come over, and Qu Yutang walked over in disbelief. 

Only to see Lin Mo slapped a palm on Qu Yutang’s forehead, and Qu Yutang only felt the strange 

knowledge increase again! 

When he saw the names of the medicines on the prescriptions again, the names of the medicines 

morphed into a clear image of the herbs, and he could even sense the taste of the herbs so that he 

could clearly identify them! 

“Idol, are you a magician? This …… is too amazing!” 

Qu Yu Tang couldn’t believe his eyes and had a questioning look on his face. 

“Go now, saving people is important!” Lin Mo urged. 

Qu Yutang hurriedly came to his senses and set off instantly! 

As for how to get to the dangerous terrain of the Valley of Ten Thousand Spirits, Qu Yutang had his own 

way, don’t forget that he was a descendant of Lu Ban. 

When he arrived at a wooded area, Qu Yutang casually cut some good wood and in no time he had 

made a moving wooden kite! 

After reciting a string of incantations to the wooden kite, which had been taught by the ancestor, the 

kite carried Qu Yutang high into the sky. 



“Wood Kite, take me to the Valley of Ten Thousand Spirits.” 

Receiving Qu Yutang’s command, the wooden kite seemed to navigate as if it was on, dodging high-rise 

buildings and avoiding mountain peaks along the way and landing on top of a cliff. 

The valley was full of cliffs, and it was difficult to find a flat place to rest one’s feet, but the bottom of 

the valley was a dense forest of ancient trees, accompanied by all kinds of strange plants. 

And the Lingzhi, Nine-Death Returning Gra*s and Chicken Blood Vine …… that could be seen everywhere 

dazzled Qu Yutang, fully illustrating the abundance of spiritual energy here, a paradise for spiritual 

medicine to grow. 

Qu Yutang took a glance at the first ten herbs in the prescription and a clear outline of those herbs 

appeared before his eyes. 

He rode his wooden kite as if it had sprouted a pair of wings, hovering back and forth over this 10,000-

foot cliff in search of the target herbs. 

Saffron, ambergris, musk, snow lotus and ganoderma …… In less than ten minutes, ten herbs were 

accurately placed into the herb-picking basket by Qu Yutang. 

The herbs on the prescription became more precious and rare the further you went, so Qu Yutang’s 

progress in picking the herbs slowed down significantly. 

But when he thought that Shi Lan Yue was still waiting for his herbs to be brought back to save her life, 

he intensified his search, even though his eyes were already red. 

After picking the 300th herb, the thousand-year-old shouwu! 

Qu Yu Tang had already used up most of his energy and was tired of squinting on his wooden kite …… 

At this moment, a piercing and sharp bird’s song cut through the tranquillity over the Valley of Ten 

Thousand Spirits and came flying towards Qu Yutang’s wooden kite! 

It was a huge golden-winged roc bird with a beak and claws as hard as iron hooks and flame-like eyes, 

and golden plumes waving in the air like sharp blades! 

The roc bird, which was feeding, saw the wood kite hovering in the air and thought it was one of its kind 

invading its territory, so it swooped down with its sharp claws outstretched …… 
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Qu Yutang was so frightened by the sharp bird’s cry that his sleepiness was gone, and seeing that the 

bird was about to pounce on him, Qu Yutang hurriedly recited a spell to make the kite dodge. 

But the bird was in hot pursuit and as he was about to be caught by the bird, Qu Yutang sank the head of 

the kite downwards and it plunged straight down to the bottom of the valley. 

With a loud thud, Qu Yutang fell with his kite into a pool of water at the bottom of the valley. 



The bird hovered above the top of the valley for a long time, thinking that the kite was dead, before it 

took to its wings and flew away. 

When he tried to get up, he found that his lower leg was broken. 

What a mess! 

The beasts at the bottom of the valley were much more dangerous than the birds in the sky. 

Qu Yu Tang looked at the broken wooden kite beside him and simply took it all apart, using a few parts 

to make a simple walking stick, so that he could at least stand up and walk. 

He picked up the medicine basket and continued his search for the last twenty herbs on the 

prescription. 

Probably having spent all his bad luck, Qu Yutang didn’t expect the last twenty herbs to be hidden at the 

bottom of a valley overgrown with a hundred gra*ses! 

He limped on his crutches and walked with difficulty …… 

“Yin Yang Herbs, the last flavor!” 

Qu Yu Tang scanned the dense and flourishing gra*s seriously, but he could not distinguish it. 

He closed his eyes and the image of the herb refracted from the prescription once again appeared in his 

mind, only to see a small line of words attached below the image of Yin Yang Gra*s. 

“Yin Yang Herb, the essence medicine of Yin Yang Restoration Pill, the first of the three hundred and 

twenty-one herbs, can only be found when the sky is alternately cloudy and sunny, with silver light 

appearing at first, shaped like a folding fan.” 

Qu Yutang had an epiphany, so he needed to find it at the time of alternating yin and yang, but it was 

still daytime, so he should be patient and wait. 

Qu Yutang wanted to rest but was still worried about a fierce beast attacking him, so he picked up a 

dead tree branch nearby and made a simple fence trap, and fell asleep in a daze …… 

The sun was setting in the west and the sun was shining brightly, the valley of ten thousand spirits was 

covered with the golden afterglow of the setting sun, the view was very charming. 

But Qu Yutang was still sleeping heavily, with no intention of waking up at all. 

When the sun sets completely, the moon rises, and when the remnants of the sunset light mingle with 

the moon’s clear glow, it is time for the yin and yang of heaven and earth to change! 

When the light of the moon and the haze reflected on a plant shaped like a folding fan, the plant began 

to glow with a dazzling silvery light. 

Qu Yutang, who was asleep, was shaken by the silvery light and thought he had slept until dawn the next 

day. 

Only to see the Yin Yang gra*s emitting a silvery glow glistening under this moonlit night sky, like a forest 

spirit. 



“Silver light at first glance, shaped like a folding fan, that’s you!” 

Qu Yu Tang pulled the Yin Yang gra*s out by the roots and put it into his back basket, and the silvery 

glow dimmed. 

He needed to build another wooden kite in order to leave the Valley of Ten Thousand Spirits as soon as 

possible. 

With a broken leg, Qu Yutang struggled to gather the wood for the wooden kite and after much building, 

the kite was finished. 

By now it was already slightly light, so Qu Yutang took advantage of the morning light to leave the Valley 

of the Ten Thousand Spirits in his wooden kite. 

At Shop 403, Lin Mo had already prepared the potion furnace for alchemy and sat waiting for Qu Yutang 

to return. 

“I’m back!” 

As soon as the words fell, dong! There was a loud sound, as if something had fallen from the air. 

Ryan and Aniya immediately went out to check, only to see that Qu Yutang had been thrown to the 

ground with his medicine basket in his arms, and the wooden kite he was riding on had been torn apart. 

Ryan quickly went to help Qu Yutang, only to find that he had broken his bones. 

When Lin Mo came out and saw Qu Yutang’s wretched appearance, he knew that he had probably met 

with something. 

“Ryan, help him into the house, I’ll fix his bones.” 
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Lin Mo raised his internal energy and covered Qu Yutang’s fractured calf with his hand, and immediately 

heard a cackle as the misplaced bone was pulled back into place. 

With another gentle stroke of his hand, the broken bones were connected intact, and Qu Yutang did not 

frown during the whole process. 

“Come down and walk around and try.” 

Looking at Lin Mo’s affirmative look, Qu Yutang threw his crutches away and his legs landed on the 

ground, walking naturally and lightly! 

“Idol, my legs are healed!” 

“Alright get back to work, Shi Lan Yue will leave it to you to look after, Ryan and I will go to the alchemy 

room.” 

Lin Mo arranged the crowd, and then began to practice the Yin Yang Restoration Pill. 



Which herbs were put in first, which in the middle, and which last all needed to follow a strict order, and 

the vials holding the pills needed to be of a specific material, in addition to factors such as fire and 

dosage that would affect the potency of the pills if they were slightly off. 

Ryan gave Lin Mo a hand, while secretly admiring Lin Mo’s superb memory. 

After one hour, an enchanting aroma wafted out from the alchemy room and spread to all the shops 

around the street. 

“The medicine is complete!” Lin Mo took the freshly baked Yin Yang Restoration Pill out of the pottery 

furnace. 

“Mo Lin, the aroma of this elixir is very special! It has a natural woody aroma from the ancient forest.” 

Ryan closed his eyes and kept sniffing the aroma of the elixir, which was particularly pleasant to the 

mind after smelling it. 

“This is mainly the aroma of Yin Yang Gra*s, this rare herb only grows an inch in a hundred years, this 

Yin Yang Gra*s picked by Qu Yu Tang is already ten inches long, so it has absorbed the essence of the 

gra*ses and trees in the Ten Thousand Year Valley, the aroma is naturally unique and strong.” 

Ryan marvelled, such a rare herb had been found by Qu Yu Tang, well done! 

At this time there was a lot of noise outside shop 403, it seemed that a lot of people had gathered, Ryan 

opened the door to the room, it turned out to be the owners of the surrounding shops. 

“Brother Ryan, what are you guys up to in the house? This smell is so appealing!” 

“I live in the last house on the street, and they all came over smelling it, show us!” 

When Ryan heard this, it turned out that it was the aroma of the Yin Yang Restoration Pill that had 

attracted many people over. 

At this moment Lin Mo walked over, holding the pill bottle containing the elixir. 

“Gentlemen, we are making an elixir to save lives, it is a matter of great urgency, if you are really 

interested in this elixir, you can watch it quietly outside the door, and please don’t delay your precious 

time.” 

As soon as everyone heard Lin Mo’s words, they immediately quieted down, after all, many people had 

seen Lin Mo’s Creation Divine Needle before this and were all in awe of it. 

This time, the elixir smelled so pleasant just from the smell of it, it could definitely save Shi Lan Yue! 

Lin Mo put the elixir into Shi Lan Yue’s mouth and fed water to wash it down, waiting for the next 

change. 

After about five minutes or so, everyone noticed that the exposed whip marks on Shi Lan Yue’s body 

were no longer leaking black blood outwards, and the petechiae were shrinking in size to the naked eye. 

First the bowl-sized petechiae slowly became the size of a cup, then the size of a wine goblet, then the 

size of a finger, and then slowly faded until they disappeared completely …… 



And the black rotten flesh on the whip marks is little by little giving birth to new pink flesh, and then 

slowly forming scabs to stop bleeding! 

The fiercely white face of Shi Lan Yue finally had a blush on it, looking a little more delicate. 

“It’s warm! Her palm is warming up!” 

Qu Yutang clutched Shi Lan Yue’s hands tightly, sensing her body temperature rising little by little. 

All this was watched by the onlookers, they all felt so unreal, but it was really happening …… 

Shi Lan Yue’s eyelashes twitched and she slowly opened her eyes. 

“Lan Yue, you are finally awake, do you know how worried I was about you? Are you hungry, I’ll cook 

you some rice!” 

“Who are you?” 

Shi Lan Yue looked at the strange man holding his hands tightly in front of her and the room of 

neighbours surrounding her, confused to the core. 
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Shi Lan Yue, who was clearly teetering on the brink of death just a moment ago, had actually awakened 

in such a short period of time, this Yin Yang Restoration Pill was truly a miracle pill! 

Everyone was talking about Shi Lan Yue, and even more so, they were sending heartfelt praise and 

admiration to Lin Mo! 

“Everyone disperse! The patient has just woken up and needs to recuperate, so everyone will come back 

to visit Divine Doctor Mo Lin another day!” 

Ryan sent the crowd of onlookers outside the door, and the shop finally regained its silence. 

“Is it polite for you to keep holding the hand of a female that like that?” 

Qu Yu Tang was only happy, but forgot that Shi Lan Yue didn’t know him yet, and now holding 

someone’s hand so affectionately would be misunderstood as a rogue …… 

“Sorry sorry sorry! Girl forgive, I’m just too happy to see you wake up!” 

Qu Yu Tang blushed and immediately let go of Shi Lan Yue’s hand. 

“Molin, it was you who saved me.” 

“No, it was us who saved you together, and he gets the most credit.” 

Lin Mo smiled and pointed at Qu Yutang who was confused and on the side. 

“Thank you all. How did you get here, didn’t you go to block twelve to help me kill ……” 

Shi Lan Yue was about to ask Lin Mo if he had helped himself to kill Ronald when he noticed Ryan and 

Qu Yutang beside him, so he did not continue. 



“But say no harm, they are both friends I trust.” 

Hearing Lin Mo say this, Shi Lan Yue then directly opened her mouth and continued to ask Lin Mo. 

“Did you kill Ronald?” 

“No, I have thoroughly investigated the things you said, and it has also been confirmed by Ronald’s own 

words that you have indeed wronged him.” 

“How is that possible, you must have been bewitched by his mask of hypocrisy!” 

Anger rose in the bottom of Shi Lan Yue’s eyes. 

Lin Mo conveyed the conversation between him and Ronald back to Shi Lan Yue truthfully, who was still 

unable to accept it for a moment. 

“Miss Lan Yue, don’t think about it so much for now, you’re recovering from a serious illness, you can’t 

get emotional.” 

Qu Yutang wanted to be concerned, but did not dare to go forward yet, and squirmed out the words. 

“He is right, you should rest first, when you have some food and are in better spirits, I will let you meet 

someone, you will definitely be happy.” 

Although Shi Lan Yue had basically recovered, after all, it was blood cancer that had depleted her body’s 

fundamentals, and she still needed to recuperate properly for some time. 

While Shi Lan Yue rested, Qu Yu Tang began to cook some delicious meals for her, all with ingredients to 

nourish her qi and blood! 

“Brother, the person is awake, you have to cheer up oh!” 

Ryan walked past the kitchen, saw Qu Yutang and made a cheering gesture at him, which in turn made 

Qu Yutang look pouting. 

When the meal was ready, Qu Yu Tang called everyone over to eat. 

Aniya saw Qu Yutang enter into Shi Lan Yue’s room with the meal and went after him. 

“Brother Yutang, is sister awake?” 

“Awake, I’m about to go and bring her food.” 

“Great, Aniya wants to see her sister!” 

Qu Yutang glanced back at Lin Mo, who nodded, and several people then followed Ania to Shi Lan Yue’s 

room. 

Shi Lan Yue was currently half lying on her bed, looking out of the window with a preoccupied face, 

seemingly still analysing what Lin Mo had said to her about Ronald. 

“Sister! You’re finally awake, Aniya was so worried about you!” 

Hearing a childish voice calling out to her, Shi Lan Yue turned her head. 



Only to see a little girl with pink hair and green eyes standing in front of herself, both strange and 

familiar …… 

“Star, is that you?” 

“Aniya doesn’t know Star, is she also her sister’s sister?” 

“You’re the pink-haired Shilan Star! It’s my Shilan Yue’s own sister!” 

Shilangyue hugged the little one in front of her, a sister! She couldn’t be mistaken, there was no 

mistaking that luscious hair and big emerald eyes! 

“Sister, then I have two names, Father Ronald has named me Ania.” 

Ania held up two fingers to Shilan Moon. 

“Is it true that you have adopted Ronald as your father? Is he good to you?” 
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“Ronald father is very good to me, he will buy me a lot of toys and beautiful dresses, and will play hide 

and seek with me and make delicious fish ……” 

Speaking of Ronald, Aniya immediately opened up and kept talking to Shi Lan Yue about Ronald. 

“It seems that Maureen didn’t lie to me, it’s really me who wronged Ronald.” 

Looking at her sister in front of her, Shi Lan Yue’s heart felt more than a little guilty. 

“Ronald is an elegant gentleman, I have also spent some time in Block 12, and I am clear about his 

character.” 

Hearing Lin Mo say this, Shi Lan Yue also let go of her heart, it was just that those masked men who 

killed her father were really hateful! 

“So that being said, I return this favour to you.” 

Shi Lan Yue looked at Lin Mo: “You want to clear your mind with me so soon, don’t forget, you saved me 

and I have to return your favour.” 

“I don’t care about your favours, if you really have a hard time with your conscience, just give some 

random money.” 

Shi Lan Yue’s face sank, “Don’t you know that my shop has been robbed? If so I can only give my body in 

return ……” 

On the side, Qu Yutang started to get anxious. 

“Lan Yue, there’s still me, if you give your body to Brother Molin, how will you repay me ……” 

Ryan almost burst out laughing. 



“That’s right Miss Lan Yue, you can not return Molin’s favor, but you have to return Yutang’s! He went to 

the Valley of Ten Thousand Spirits for the sake of your elixir to cure blood cancer, and picked a whole 

three hundred and twenty-one rare herbs! 

He was almost eaten by the Golden-winged Roc bird and broke his leg. From the time you were injured 

until you got better, Yutang took care of you without taking off his clothes.” 

When Ryan finished, Shi Lan Yue was in a bit of disbelief. 

She looked at the man in front of her, not as handsome as Mo Lin’s, but with his own unique charm, 

looking into his eyes with nothing but sincere concern and nothing untoward. 

“Thank you, Qu Yutang. I, Shi Lan Yue, will definitely repay you for your kindness in picking the 

medicine.” 

“I …… didn’t mean that, I mean you don’t have to give your life for Brother Mo Lin, he’s very helpful ……” 

Qu Yu Tang finished, blushing and unable to lift her head. 

“Yeah sis, Papa Molin is very nice, he’s saved a lot of people.” 

Ania had to interject as well, on praising Maureen’s dad, how could there be no Ania? 

“What? You call Maureen Daddy? Star, have you ever considered your sister’s feelings ……” 

Shi Lan Yue was already speechless, since she woke up, a large amount of amazing information kept 

entering her head, and now her own sister had to call the man she had her eyes on daddy? 

Wouldn’t that mean she would have to call Mo Lin dad too? 

“But ……” Ania pouted in disbelief. 

“Star, Molin and sister are about the same age, you are not allowed to call him daddy, you should call 

him brother Molin.” 

Shi Lan Yue said with a smile as she scratched Ania’s little nose with her finger. 

Ania looked at Lin Mo and then at Shi Lan Yue, “But I’m used to being called daddy.” 

“No way! You must change it!” Shi Lan Yue looked at Ania with a taut face. 

“Alright, Brother Molin.” 

Qu Yu Tang and Ryan, the two older men, watched the three of them play straight, it felt a bit like a 

family of three …… 

When Shi Lan Yue’s health got better day by day, she asked Aniya to move in with her. 

The two sisters often talked late into the night, and after listening to Ania talk about her experiences 

over the years, being imprisoned by the Human Snake Organization, and the things she went through 

with Lin Mo, Shi Lan Yue felt a deep sense of guilt towards Ania. 

But at the same time, she was also glad that Ania had met Ronald and Lin Mo, so that she had not been 

harmed in the slightest. 



Lin Mo, indeed, was a good man who was as kind to her two sisters as a mountain. 

Thinking of this, Shi Lan Yue’s face flushed and the corners of her mouth curled into an extremely 

beautiful smile. 
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Shi Lan Yue’s body recovered and she was also reunited with the Ania sisters, but the black market strife 

in Block 13 continued. 

Ever since Lin Mo saved Shi Lan Yue with the Yin-Yang Restoration Pill, word spread throughout the 

black market’s neighbourhood traders about Lin Mo’s medical skills. 

Eventually word reached Hong Gao Yi’s ears and he decided to meet this mysterious man who had saved 

the woman he had left at the door. 

At that moment, Lin Mo was also waiting for Hong Gao Yi to arrive. 

Before that, he needed to feel out the other man’s true situation from Shi Lan Yue first. 

“Tell me about Hong Gao Yi.” 

“Mo Lin, are you going to get involved in this strife for my sake?” 

Shi Lan Yue was able to get out of bed and walk around these few days, and when she saw Lin Mo at 

that moment, she walked straight over to him with bare feet and lazy steps. 

“Miss Lan Yue is not overconfident, I’m just not used to seeing those who stir up trouble.” 

Lin Mo finished by turning his back on Shi Lan Yue, this woman, dressed so coolly after recovering from a 

serious illness, without any regard for her slender thighs being exposed. 

“Then there’s nothing to say, I’m sure you already know roughly from that guy Morton, he’s the best at 

stealing business from me.” 

“So you have nothing to add? For example, after you were captured by Hong Gao Yi, what did he do?” 

Lin Mo continued to grill Shi Lan Yue. 

“You’re concerned about my innocence? Don’t worry, I have a clean body, even though I’ve been 

hanging around this chaotic Block 13 for several years, I’ve never shown my sex to anyone. 

It’s just that that b*****d looted all my savings for several years, and my dowry is gone, you don’t mind 

that I’m poor, do you?” 

Between the lines, Shi Lan Yue made it clear what she thought of Lin Mo, but Lin Mo didn’t even meet 

her eyes. 

“Since there is no information, then please have a good rest, Miss Lan Yue.” 

After Lin Mo finished speaking, he was about to push the door open and leave, but to his surprise, Shi 

Lan Yue hugged Lin Mo directly from behind. 



Lin Mo subconsciously pushed Shi Lan Yue away, and Shi Lan Yue, whose body was still weak, did not 

have the strength to defend herself and was pushed to the ground by Lin Mo’s residual force. 

“Miss Lan Yue, your mind is very clear to me, but I tell you clearly that I am a man who has already 

started a family and will not think of any woman other than my wife.” 

“Molin, you ……, well, I just won’t pester you in the future, I just want to tell you that I am a man who 

will repay you when I have a grudge, and at the same time, I don’t want to owe anyone a favor. 

Now that I am penniless and you have rejected me, I am only afraid that I will not be able to repay the 

kindness you have shown to our two sisters in this life ……” 

After listening to this, Lin Mo thought to himself, how could there be such a silly girl in this world who 

used her own body to return favours, no wonder she was unwilling to attach herself to the power of her 

clients and relied on herself to hold up the novice mall on her own. 

In this way, it makes sense that she is seen by Hong Gao Yi as fat meat. 

Pretty, well-off and single-minded, it’s a surprise that he didn’t go after her. 

“Since you want to return my favour so much, take care of my daughter and let her grow up happily.” 

Lin Mo thought about it, and this was the only reason that could be said against Shi Lan Yue. 

“Your daughter, that is also my own sister, there is no need for your command, I will naturally spend the 

rest of my life taking care of her.” 

Seeing that Shi Lan Yue wasn’t buying it, Lin Mo had no choice but to contribute Qu Yutang. 

“How about this, Qu Yutang has been kind to me and kind to you, why don’t you pay it back together for 

me, don’t you always repay kindness to everyone?” 

Shi Lan Yue bit her lip and said, “I will slowly save up money to pay him back for the herbs and the 

medicine picking fees.” 

At that moment, Qu Yutang knocked on the door and said that he had made some nourishing soup for 

Shi Lan Yue. 

Shi Lan Yue hurriedly got up from the floor and wrapped herself in her clothes before opening the door. 

“Lan Yue, I have made you some nourishing soup to nourish your blood, drink it quickly, it is good for 

your body to recover.” 

Shi Lan Yue respectfully resulted in the lunch box and thanked her repeatedly. 

“Brother Mo Lin, you are here too.” 

“I came to ask something about Hong Gao Yi, but Miss Lan Yue doesn’t know anything about it, let’s go, 

you guys talk.” 

Lin Mo disappeared outside the door in a flash of white, and Shi Lan Yue was still standing in the same 

place in a daze. 
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“Miss Lan Yue, what is wrong with you? Something on your mind?” 

“No, I just think you are really too good to me. Apart from my father, you are the first person who has 

been so kind to me, I have nothing to repay ……” 

“Miss Lan Yue is too kind, if …… if you don’t mind I am willing to take care of you for the rest of your life, 

after all I have looked at your body and I will be responsible for you.” 

“That’s nothing, I don’t care, after all, you had to do it to heal your wounds.” 

“But I find that I am really in love with you ……” 

“Qu Yu Tang, I don’t want to talk about these things right now for the time being ……” 

“Good, don’t answer in a hurry, tell me when you’ve thought about it.” 

…… 

The atmosphere between the two became wonderful and somewhat awkward, Shi Lan Yue was in 

turmoil, she needed some time to release her feelings. 

At that moment a shouting and cursing sound came from outside the shop. 

“I’d like to see which ungrateful brat is saving the beauty under my hands?” 

“Get out of here, all of you, and kowtow to Master Hong!” 

Lin Mo, Ryan, Qu Yu Tang and the four of them, Shi Lan Yue who was holding Ania, walked out to see. 

As soon as Hong Gao Yi and his men saw Shi Lan Yue they were dumbfounded, she was already dying 

from the poisoned whip when they threw her out the door themselves! 

And that poison would enter the bloodstream of the whole body from the wound, causing a terminal 

disease of blood cancer in a short time, for which there was no cure! Now only a few days later, Shi Lan 

Yue was already standing here intact! 

This made them unable to believe their eyes. 

“Beauty, where did you get so many little white men to help you? Why don’t you go back with master in 

good order.” 

Hong Gao Yi said the most disgusting words in a sympathetic manner. 

“Yuck!” 

Shi Lan Yue spat at Hong Gao Yi. 

“If you still want to leave Shop 403 alive, kowtow to me ten times first, or else my several brothers will 

torture you severely.” 

There were a few hints of ruthlessness in Shi Lan Yue’s wintry eyes. 



“Hmph, just these few little white guys are worthy to cross me, brothers give me a go!” 

A few of Hong Gao Yi’s men were about to throw punches when they were subdued by Ryan with great 

speed. 

“If you guys don’t behave yourselves, I won’t be able to hold my bullets.” 

Ryan toyed with the men, scaring them so much that their legs kept shaking. 

At first, Hong Gao Yi didn’t even expect to have someone with such a high force value to give Shi Lan Yue 

a hand, as he had already investigated Shi Lan Yue clearly before and she didn’t have any forces 

attached to her, so naturally she didn’t need any defense. 

That’s why he had casually brought a few of his men and went out, but he didn’t expect to be subdued 

by Ryan in a few seconds. 

Hong Gao Yi was a little scared and took a few steps backwards, bumping right into the wooden 

bookshelf behind him. 

Qu Yu Tang chanted a few incantations at the bookshelf and the whole wall of bookshelves began to 

topple over, a book as thick as a slate smashed into Hong Gao Yi and finally was crushed to death by the 

heavy solid wood shelves, unable to move. 

Hong Gao Yi thought to himself, “These helpers are so evil, one is very fast and one has a spell, if the 

third one strikes again, he will be dead! 

It’s better to save your life, go back to the South Gang first, and then make a comeback! 

“Beauty, tell your brothers to stop, I did wrong before, I shouldn’t have pushed you. 

In this way, if you let me go today, I will immediately go back and return all your savings in full, and I will 

pay you back twice as much!” 

Shi Lan Yue’s face rose in anger. 

“Twice? You nearly killed me, how dare you say double! I’m afraid it’s not even enough to cover my 

medical expenses! At least four times!” 

“Fine, as long as the beauty can spare me, four times as much as four times!” 

Hong Gao Yi felt his heart dripping blood as he said this, the savings he had robbed from Shi Lan Yue was 

about 50 million, now four times the compensation, that’s a whole 200 million! 

What the hell, let’s get out of here first! 

“How do I know if what you say is true or not, what if you don’t come back when you get back?” 

With a leisurely step, Shi Lan Yue looked down at Hong Gao Yi who was lying on the ground like a dog. 
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“That’s not bad.” Lin Mo flicked his thumb and middle finger not far away, and a pill was swallowed by 

Hong Gao Yi. 

“What did you give me to eat?” Hong Gao Yi looked at Lin Mo in horror. 

“It’s just the poison of your own family’s blood cancer, you haven’t tasted it yourself, have you?” 

Lin Mo’s cloudy words scared Hong Gao Yi as if he had seen a demon. 

If Lin Mo hadn’t done something about this poison, the gods would have been powerless even if he had 

come! 

After swallowing the pill, Hong Gao Yi soon felt that he had a deficit of Qi and blood, and his body was 

weak and very dizzy. 

“Auntie, I will go and get money for you to send now, and I hope you will let your brother save my life 

……” 

Hong Gao Yi thought about this man in white who had finally stepped in to cast poison on him, and 

thought that he must be the divine doctor who had saved Shi Lan Yue. 

“You better keep your word.” Shi Lan Yue gestured for Ryan to let the men go. 

Those few men hurriedly went to lift up the bookcase and carried the deflated Hong Gao Yi away at a 

trot all the way. 

When they reached the South Gang, the people in the South Gang saw Hong Gao Yi being carried 

straight in and went forward to ask questions. 

“Gao Yi, didn’t you go after that Shop 403 woman? Why were you injured to such an extent?” 

The first person to come to offer condolences was Hong Gao Yi’s eldest uncle, Hong Zhen Wei, who was 

also the previous generation of the Southern Gang’s leader. 

He had lost all his power due to the poisonous herbs that consumed his hobby, but he had no children, 

so he pa*sed on the position of gang leader to his long-deceased brother’s son, Hong Gao Yi. 

“Eldest uncle, I’ve been poisoned with blood cancer, quickly …… get the family together to send 200 

million to shop 403 …… or I’ll …… I’ll die ……” 

Hong Gao Yi spat out a large mouthful of blood when he finished speaking, and starry petechiae began 

to appear on his body. 

This blood cancer poison is Hong Zhenwei refining out, this poisoning reaction, his heart can not be 

clearer, what exactly can be formulated into the same poison as himself? 

The first blood cancer experiment was on Shi Lan Yue, who was captured by Hong Gao Yi, and the 

antidote had yet to be developed. 

Was this man also a “King of Poison” like himself? But I heard earlier that that person also cracked Shi 

Lan Yue’s blood cancer poison, this person, his strength cannot be underestimated …… 

Although he had not yet met Lin Mo, Hong Zhenwei had a feeling that he hated Lin Mo. 



Seeing his eldest uncle sitting there motionless, Hong Gao Yi was anxious and spitting blood. 

“Eldest uncle, go …… get the money quickly, do you want to watch …… your only real nephew die of 

poisoning?” 

“Gao Yi, you must not get excited again, otherwise the toxin will spread faster in the blood, I will go get 

the money and send it to shop 403 and ask that divine doctor to come and cure your poison.” 

Hong Gao Yi walked out of the room and began to go and divert the cash money in the hands of 

everyone in the gang. 

The fifty million dollars that had been robbed from Shi Lan Yue at that time had almost all been used to 

buy poisonous herbs for themselves and as funds to develop the poison. 

Just sending people to pick all kinds of poisonous herbs in the Valley of Ten Thousand Spirits cost a lot of 

labour costs. 

Now I only have about 10 million left in my own hand, but it is far from 200 million. 

Although he had saved up some personal money himself, Hong Zhenwei was cunning and wanted to raid 

the gang first. 

He asked Hong Gao Yi’s men, “How much savings does Gao Yi still have? Two hundred million is not a 

small amount, and this is for his medical treatment, so quickly fetch all the gang leader’s savings.” 

Hong Gao Yi’s personal henchman looked at the gang master who kept vomiting blood, and had no 

choice but to turn around and fetch the money. 

In a short while, the henchman came over with a few boxes. 

Hong Zhenwei opened them up and counted them, what a guy, a whole hundred million! 

I didn’t expect that this kid had saved so much money over the years, but what he handed over to 

himself was very little. 

“This is all the gang master’s savings, I only have five million here, I also handed it over to the elder, 

please also ask the elder to raise 200 million as soon as possible to save the gang master’s life!” 

That man was loyal and did not harbour a single point himself. 
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“That’s natural, Gao Yi is my only real nephew, just like my son, I’ll raise the 200 million even if I sell my 

old mansion!” 

After hearing Hong Zhenwei’s words, those few of Hong Gao Yi’s men were all moved to tears and 

handed over their entire savings to him …… 

A total of 120 million was collected from Hong Gao Yi, and now he was going to scavenge from the rest 

of the members in the Hong family’s southern gang. 



With this money, Hong Zhenwei immediately summoned all the members of the Southern Gang to 

organize a mobilization meeting to raise money. 

“Gentlemen, Gao Yi is my own nephew, so I, as the eldest uncle, will first put up 50 million, as you all 

know, I don’t have much income after I abdicated as gang leader, this is my retirement capital.” 

And this remaining 70 million is the savings of Gao Yi and his men, it’s all here too, but it’s still 80 million 

short of 200 million ah ……” 

Hong Zhenwei did not contribute a single cent and used Hong Gao Yuan’s money to allocate 50 million 

to his name, earning a good reputation. 

The people have praised Gao Zhenwei for his generosity and have all spontaneously started to raise 

money. 

There were those who offered 70,000, 8 million and 5 million, but none of them topped 10 million. 

After a round of fundraising by the whole gang, we counted 75 million, still 5 million short of 200 million. 

“I think everyone has done their best, I can’t afford to bother everyone anymore, this last five million, I’ll 

pay!” 

When Hong Zhenwei said this, applause broke out. 

“Worthy of being the former leader of the Southern Gang, so righteous!” 

“He’s already given $50 million, and he’s going to pay the rest. It’s like a new parent for the gang 

leader!” 

The crowd was constantly praising Hong Zhenwei, but they didn’t know that this man, who was Hong 

Gao Yi’s own eldest uncle, had only given out five million, and that this five million had come from Shi 

Lan Yue’s remaining savings! 

And not a penny of those so-called pension money of his had been touched. 

Having gathered the two hundred million, Hong Zhenwei headed to Shop 403 with a group of his men. 

“Which one is Divine Doctor Mo Lin, please? Someone from the Southern Gang.” 

Hong Zhenwei asked very respectfully when he arrived at the door. 

“Where’s the two hundred million? Don’t even think about seeing Divine Doctor Mo Lin without 

money.” 

Qu Yu Tang was about to close the door when Hong Zhen Wei hurriedly blocked it. 

“This little brother, please bother to inform the beautiful owner of the shop that I have sent the two 

hundred million to you.” 

Qu Yu Tang looked behind Hong Zhen Wei’s back, and sure enough those men came carrying dozens of 

boxes. 

“Tell them to send the money in.” Shi Lan Yue’s charming and moving voice came from inside the house. 



Qu Yutang opened the door, and those men respectfully placed the boxes with Maple Leaf Coin cash 

notes neatly in front of Shi Lan Yue and opened the lid, signalling for a count. 

Qu Yuetang had never seen so much cash notes before and counted them box by box. 

“Lan Yue, the whole two hundred million!” 

“You take one hundred and fifty million, even if it’s the cost of the herbs I paid you for and the fee for 

picking them, as for the remaining fifty million, it’s also all my previous savings.” 

Shi Lan Yue covered all those boxes and gestured to give them to Qu Yutang. 

When Qu Yutang heard that Shi Lan Yue wanted to use the money to return her favour, he immediately 

refused. 

“Lan Yue, you see I really have no place to put so much money, can I deposit it with you first, please.” 

“Yes, but let’s say in advance, if the money is robbed by these dogs again, I can’t afford to pay you 

back.” 

Although Shi Lan Yue was talking to Qu Yu Tang, her eyes were viciously fixed on Hong Zhen Wei. 

“Never again, please ask your brother to come out for a meeting and go to the South Gang to save my 

nephew’s life!” 

Hong Zhenwei did not dare to look at Shi Lan Yue, it was he himself who had poisoned the whip that had 

whipped Shi Lan Yue at that time, which had nearly killed her. 

Now he still had the face to beg her to save his nephew, what a whimsy! Not only must Hong Gao Yi die, 

but Hong Zhen Wei must also die! 

“Saving your nephew is fine, but it requires one life for one life.” 

Hearing Shi Lan Yue’s words, that Hong Zhen Wei naturally knew the meaning of the words. 

 


